
73%
of analyzed devices 
contained sensitive data, 
and the amount of sensitive 
data per device has risen 
17% since pre-COVID levels.4

92% 
of IT leaders cite digital 
technology innovation as 
the CIO’s main charter.6

81% 
of IT leaders are overwhelmed 
by the functional aspects of 
their job.6

76% 
of IT leaders struggle to 
balance business innovation 
and operational excellence.6

of IT security decision-makers say their 
organization’s use of endpoint devices has 
increased since the beginning of the pandemic.476% 
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Unlock your business continuity 
with the right IT solutions.

Discover how a Lenovo DaaS 
solution can be the key to your 

long-term success. Learn more at 
www.lenovo.com/BusinessContinuity. 

3 ways IT pros get it done 
There’s no doubt that businesses of all kinds have 
been through some significant changes in recent 

times. The shift to hybrid work has forced companies 
to rethink how they operate at a fundamental level, 

and there’s no going back.

How can IT teams help 
prepare organizations to 
survive and thrive in the 
years ahead?

1 Avoid 
downtime 

Keeping your users engaged and 
productive is more critical than ever 
in the hybrid workplace, and that 
means having the right technology 
and support in place.

One way IT teams can help ensure 
remote devices are operating at peak 
capacity is through Lenovo Device 
Intelligence, a cloud-based PC health 
management Software as a Service 
(SaaS) that provides proactive device 
insights and AI-driven predictive 
analytics to help prevent issues 
before they happen.

50% 
of employees surveyed said 
their PC devices were out of 
date or insu�cient (e.g., not 
fast enough, reliable enough, 
or powerful enough).3

85%
of remote workers say they 
feel more reliant on their 
work PCs (laptop and/or 
desktop) than they did 
working from the o�ce.2

Enhance 
security

The shift to hybrid work has also 
changed the cybersecurity landscape.

With Lenovo’s Smart Managed 
Security by ThinkShield, IT teams 
can rest easy knowing their users are 
protected by a multilayered defense 
strategy managed by a team of 
security experts. 56%

of organizations say the 
cybersecurity talent shortage 
is putting them at risk.5

of respondents in a recent global 
survey indicated they were 
interested in a DaaS solution.163% 
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Hardware-based endpoint management
Defend below the OS with devices like the Lenovo ThinkPad® 
X1 Nano featuring Intel® Active Management Technology and 
running on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform. Remotely discover, 
repair, and help protect networked devices using the only 
wireless solution for remote manageability.1 Intel® also delivers 
the industry’s first silicon-enabled AI threat detection to help 
stop ransomware and cryptomining attacks.2

Protection built in
Hardware-enhanced security features provide a more secure 
foundation, with protection against attacks below the OS and 
remote recovery capabilities. Remote management tools 
monitor, restore, and upgrade devices inside and outside your 
firewall, even when they’re powered o�.

3Continue digital 
transformation

The added time and e�ort to support 
a hybrid workforce has limited the 
ability of IT teams to focus on 
transformational projects. 

Lenovo Managed Services 
provides a comprehensive suite of solutions that can 
handle the day-to-day needs of a hybrid workforce — help 
desk, repairs, software patching, provisioning/deploying, 
and more — freeing up internal IT teams to work on the 
critical projects that will move the organization forward. 

You can also easily bundle these services through a Lenovo 
Device as a Service (DaaS) solution. Your users can get the 
latest devices running Windows 11 on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® 
platform for business-class stability and reliability — while 
you get one point of contact. One focus of accountability. 
One predictable monthly fee.

of IT decision-makers expect at least 50% of 
work will be done outside a traditional o�ce 
going forward.183% 

ThinkPad® X1 Carbon


